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What’s in it For You?
1. Learn the three main reasons why people buy products
2. Understand how to do switch interviews like a pro 
3. The best way to apply the jobs-to-be-done framework across your marketing 

strategy
4. Over 4 free resources that you can steal and immediately apply to your 

business
5. BONUS: A chance to win $399 - if you take action



Wes Bush
❏ Built 20M growth engines for 

hypergrowth B2B SaaS businesses, 
such as Vidyard.com

❏ Founder and Marketing Scientist at 
Trafficiscurrency.com

❏ I teach Internet Marketing at Canada’s 
top polytechnic college for fun

❏ THIS IS MY FIRST WEBINAR - be nice 
:)

❏ LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/wesbush/
❏ Twitter: @wes_bush



Two Questions



Where are you located?



How many of you know what the 
jobs-to-be-done framework is?



Put simply, a job-to-be-done, is a pain that 
needs to be solved – it’s product agnostic 

and does not change over time.



IT’S PRODUCT AGNOSTIC!



People encounter situations that 
drive the need for a job. They hire  a 

product or service to get the job 
done.



You’re fired.



Will I buy 
Trident gum 

because I fit into 
their persona?



Trident’s Male Persona
Demographics:

● Age: 25-40
● Job title: marketing manager or director
● Works in the technology industry
● Has no children
● Likes watching the Silicon Valley
● Bikes twice a week
● Eats at Whole Foods



ABSOLUTELY NOT



Causation > Correlation

 



(click for tons of fun correlations)

http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations


Situations drive change, not job titles.



What does this look like IRL?







5:18 PM





I completely forgot. (my situation)







(gum is hired)



Now, why did I buy the gum?



I did just buy the gum to make my breath 
smell minty fresh BUT



The plot thickens...



Let's break down this decision one step further.

Functional Job

● Wes wanted his breath to smell 
minty fresh



Let's break down this decision one step further.

Functional Job Emotional Job

● Wes wanted his breath to smell 
minty fresh

● Wes wanted peace-of-mind 
that his breath doesn’t smell 
bad



Let's break down this decision one step further.

Functional Job Emotional Job Social Job

● Wes wanted his breath to smell 
minty fresh

● Wes wanted peace-of-mind 
that his breath doesn’t smell 
bad

● Wes didn’t want his date to 
stop talking to him because his 
breath smelt like a sewer



Excellent marketers know how to employ each job

Functional Job Emotional Job Social Job

● The core tasks that customers 
want to get done

● How customers want to feel or 
avoid feeling as a result of 
executing the core functional 
job

●  How customers want to be 
perceived by others



1 more example 





What jobs do people hire Snuggies for?

Functional Job

● Keeps you warm
● Keeps your hands free
● One size fits all
● Machine washable



What jobs do people hire Snuggies for?

Functional Job Emotional Job

● Keeps you warm
● Keeps your hands free
● One size fits all
● Machine washable

● You’ll feel peace-of-mind that 
you’re in a cocoon of warmth

● You’ll feel better about 
reducing your hydro bill



What jobs do people hire Snuggies for?

Functional Job Emotional Job Social Job

● Keeps you warm
● Keeps your hands free
● One size fits all
● Machine washable

● You’ll feel peace-of-mind that 
you’re in a cocoon of warmth

● You’ll feel better about 
reducing your hydro bill

● Will be able to relate with other 
Snuggie owners about how 
comfortable it is



But, how do you understand the 3 jobs for 
your SaaS business?



How many of you work at a SaaS company?

What’s your job title?



Which product would you buy?

userlike.com intercom.com



Which product would you buy? Option #1



Which product would you buy? Option #2



What pain point does Userlike solve for?



What pain point does Intercom solve for?



Intercom is competing on solving the pain, 
while Userlike is competing on the product.



Put simply, a job-to-be-done, is a pain that 
needs to be solved – it’s product agnostic 

and does not change over time.



IT’S PRODUCT AGNOSTIC!



What are Intercom’s competitors?



Enough examples, let's dive into how to start 
applying the jobs-to-be-done framework to 

your SaaS business.
 



4 Steps



How to apply the jobs-to-be-done framework to your SaaS 
business?
1. Send emails
2. Do Switch Interviews
3. Extract Key Insight like a Pro
4. Put Insights Into Action



The 
Challenge



The first person to complete these 4 steps 
and reach out to me will win a free trial audit 

valued at $399.



Basic Free Trial Teardown Link

https://trafficiscurrency.com/free-trial-teardown/


Step #1 Send Emails



Send this email to at least 10 recent customers.
Hey  [NAME], 
I’m reaching out to a few of our [ recent customers] to get a stronger 
sense for how people like you are using [PRODUCT].
Any chance you’d be up for sharing your experiences using [PRODUCT]? 
It’d be an easy 30-minute chat. No trick questions :) 
If so,  feel free to choose the time that works best for you here [insert link 
to your scheduling tool, if you’re using one], and I’ll give you a call then.
Thanks,
[YOUR NAME]



Step #2 Do Switch Interviews



What are switch interviews?





Why do switch interviews?
1. Understand the consideration set of people who buy your product.
2. Understand the emotional and social jobs that the product 

accomplishes.
3. Understand the situations that drive people to change.



People encounter situations that 
drive the need for a job. They hire  a 

product or service to get the job 
done.



Our recent customer encountered a 
situation that drove the need for a 
job. Why did they hire  our product 

to get the job done?



Questions to Ask During Switch Interviews

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IcXdW3Sln00oEBGLkRZ2N7Eo0B80Oa0rk9YKMn2iauw/edit?usp=sharing


Pro tip: record these conversations 
so that you can focus on what the 
customer is saying and not taking 

notes.



Step #3 Extract Key Insights Like a Pro



Listen to each customer recording and look 
for 6 special elements.



6 Key Elements

1. Struggling Moments
2. Motivations
3. Driving Forces 
4. Perceived Value
5. Experienced Value 
6. Existing Solutions Considered

 



Struggling Moments
{{ Insert the situation your interviewee brought up, that caused them to 

struggle and seek a new solution }}

Example

{{ When I’m trying improve how the number of leads I generate each 
month, but I'm not sure how to setup campaigns in Facebook ... }}



Motivations
{{ Insert what the interviewee was trying to accomplish with a new 

solution }}

Example

{{ I want to figure out how to build out a Facebook lead funnel to 
automate the whole process of lead generation... }}



Driving Forces
{{ Insert the emotions your interviewee feels, pushing them to seek a 

new solution (instead of continuing to do things the way they already 
are) }}

Example

{{  I'm frustrated that I haven't hit my lead gen goal in the last couple 
months }}



Perceived Value
{{ Insert how your interviewee envisions life being better once they have 

a new solution }}

Example

{{ So I can convert & retain more paying customers without hand 
holding each one }}



Experienced Value
{{ Insert how your interviewee experienced the product and what drove 

them to upgrade }}

Example

{{ I felt I had an easy, scalable way to convert & retain more paying 
customers }}



Existing Solutions Considered



Pro tip: Write out everything your customer 
says in THEIR words, not yours.



Also, put everything into this Google Sheet.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OLEeTqFcp4z-A-E2FqXZdorsLyAwZGk9Z6Rfnn_e69M/edit#gid=0


What you’ll get out of this?



Excellent marketers know how to employ each job

Functional Job Emotional Job Social Job

● The core tasks that customers 
want to get done

● How customers want to feel or 
avoid feeling as a result of 
executing the core functional 
job

●  How customers want to be 
perceived by others



Step #4 Put Insights Into Action



Apply these insights across your entire 
marketing strategy.



That might sound overwhelming, so start 
with the JTBD Marketing Breakdown 

document.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HGNhI7uGWAcWusYIeYG89aPiYzyCQi9FqtMdWag8Rg4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HGNhI7uGWAcWusYIeYG89aPiYzyCQi9FqtMdWag8Rg4/edit?usp=sharing


Where can you apply jobs-to-be-done in your 
role?
1. Test out your new marketing approach via ads and seeing what sticks
2. Making the consideration set of prospects easier
3.



Putting it all together



To recap, here are the steps to implement jobs-to-be-done:

1. Send emails
2. Do Switch Interviews
3. Extract Key Insight like a Pro
4. Put Insights Into Action
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bit.ly/product-saas-growth



Thanks for Watching!
wes@trafficiscurrency.com

@wes_bush

Trafficiscurrency.com

mailto:wes@trafficiscurrency.com
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